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101 lot of 2: Duncan Ellrose Amberette spooner and celery
102 Duncan #44 Button Panel master berry bowl with gold decoration
103 Phoenix Consolidated 9 ½ in. Bittersweet vase - green, blue and beige on white
background
104 lot of 7: New Martinsville Japanese Iris water set – pitcher and 6 tumblers, ruby stained
with gold

105 lot of six Depression Era elegant stems: yellow Tiffin Flanders wine, green Fostoria Fairfax
cocktail, yellow Fostoria Versailles claret, yellow Fostoria June parfait and a watermelon colored
cocktail & wine
106 Hobbs or Northwood pink and white spatter sugar shaker
107 U. S. Glass Millard amber stained and engraved 10 ¾ in. diameter cake salver
108 lot of 2: West Virginia Glass Co. Hero ruby stained tankard and celery
109 Hobbs #101 Daisy & Button canary gas shade
110 lot of 3: Duncan ruby stained spooners - #360 Snail, #44 Button Panel, and #45 Starred
Loop – Snail with minor high point roughness
111 lot of 3 amber stained celeries: Adams Hidalgo, Pioneer Glass #21, and Aetna Gonterman
Swirl with moderate high point wear
112 Adams Kings Crown ruby stained celery with Vintage engraving
113 lot of 2 ruby stained celeries: Ripley Nail 1893 Chicago World’s Fair souvenir and
Greensburg Melrose
114 lot of 2: Adams Kings Crown ruby stained milk pitchers with souvenir engraving
115 lot of 2: Duncan figural baskets with cutting – 10 ½ in. & 11 in.
116 Heisey Colonial console bowl with diamond H mark

201 lot of 14 assorted candlesticks in crystal: 7 pairs, various heights, some with cuttings
202 Duncan #72 crystal urn and cover, 9 ½ in.
203 lot of 2 Duncan #118 Hobnail 1lb. footed candy jars with covers, 10 in. – crystal
204 lot of 3 Duncan #301 Teardrop console set: 12 in. oval bowl, and pair of old style two-light
candlesticks
205 Tiffin banana yellow urn vase on pedestal with Carl Lovejoy butterfly cutting
206 Duncan #120 17 in. Epernge
207 lot of 8 #41 Early American Sandwich 11 ½ in. cake salver, six 7 in. dessert plates and a
silver-plated cake server by Simeon L. & George H. Rogers Co.
208 Duncan crystal 13 in. Viking Ship bowl
209 Limoge 2-piece hand painted urn and pedestal signed “Olga 08”, 11 ½ in.

210 lot of 4 crystal Duncan Pall Mall swans with matching cuttings by Dave King: 12, 10 ½, 7, 3
½
211 lot of 2 Duncan Hurricane shades with First Love etch, minor wear at socket base
212 lot of 2: Pair of Duncan #320-124 one light candelabra with prisms
213 Duncan #5 Julian ruby vase, 10 in. tall
214 lot of 3 Duncan #115 Canterbury items in Cape Cod blue”: 9 in crimped bowl, 7 ½ in.
gardenia bowl, 4 ½ in. crimped violet vase
215 mahogany Queen Anne style pie crust table - 27 in. diameter and 28 in. tall
216 lot of 2 carved mahogany Edwardian parlor set of love seat and arm chair with new
upholstery

301 Adams Wildflower 10 ½ in. blue cake salver on high standard
302 lot of 2 canary items: Bryce Fashion covered butter and Campbell Jones Rose Sprig sietzbath shaped bowl
303 lot of 4 signed McCoy pottery: matched pair of bookends, basket and pitcher
304 lot of 4 Duncan #111 Terrace items: cobalt 6 in. 2 part relish, ruby 6 in. low footed sauce
bowl, and crystal cream & covered sugar
305 Duncan ruby stained 7 ½ in. Barred Oval open compote
306 lot of 2 Duncan frosted items: #127 Murano flared vase and #106 3 part covered candy box
307 Duncan #2000 Flowered Scroll amber stained open compote with scalloped edge
308 lot of 15 Duncan #112 Caribbean punch set: under plate, punch bowl, ladle and 12 cupscrystal with cobalt blue stuck handles
309 lot of 5 Beaumont hexagonal luncheon place setting: plate, cup, saucer, footed tumbler &
sherbet-ebony with gold
310 lot of 7 Fostoria Hermitage decanter with 6 footed whiskies-amber
311 Fostoria Hermitage crystal bar bottle with matching stopper(some residue), multi-colored
set of 6 shot glasses and 6 old fashioned glasses-crystal, green, azure, yellow, amber & wisteria
312 Imari plate from Arita, Japan
313 11 in. Phoenix vase, blue with white leaves, partial label on base

401 lot of 7: ruby stained Doyle Triple Triangle water set: pitcher and 6 tumblers
402 lot of 4: Bryce Strawberry water set including pitcher and 3 tumblers
403 lot of 12: Duncan Erin wines with Radiance cutting
404 lot of 6 Duncan toothpicks: (2) #55 Quartered Block, #48 Diamond Ridge, #30 Scalloped Six
Point, #44 Button Panel (toy spooner), and #24 Quartered Block with Diamonds
405 16 in. cut glass trumpet vase
406 lot of 10 Co-operative Flint Currier & Ives decanter set: decanter with pressed stopper, 6
wines, 1 cocktail, and 10 & 12 in. trays
407 Duncan Barred Oval ruby stained oil with patterned ruby stained stopper
408 lot of 2 Greensburg Tacoma amber stained creamer and spooner
409 lot of 2 Duncan Polka Dot: pressed covered butter with minor rim chips on lid and pressed
round finger bowl
410 #89 Ribbed Droplet Band 8 in open compote with amber stain and frosting on foot
411 lot of 2: Hobbs ruby stained Chrysotile flat pickle and celery
412 lot of 4 glass reference books: Glass Candlestick Book, Vol. 1 by Tom Felt et al, Collecting
Glass, Vol. 3 by William Heacock, 400 Trademarks on Glass by Arthur Peterson, and Farber
Brothers Kromhe Kraft by Julie Sferrazza
413 lot of 5 apple shaped White Vinegar bottles in 5 sizes: crack in next to largest size
414 lot of 2: Richards and Hartley Zipper pitcher and Three Paneled goblet in canary
415 lot of 3 Duncan EAPG: Frosted Ribbon & #95 goblets and 5 ½ in. Shell and Tassel compote
416 lot of 3: (2) Hobbs Starred Block 9 in. round bowls and Daisy and Button Crown bowl with
amber stain

501 lot of 3 Duncan Cranberry (pink opalescent): #115 Canterbury single handled bowl, #118
Hobnail cologne, and puff box
502 lot of 3 Duncan ruby #30 duck smoking accessories: (2) small ash trays and covered
cigarette box
503 Duncan Festive candy box with wooden lid and brass finial in crystal

607 English blown oil lamp in canary with old acorn burner
608 lot of 2 English novelties: Canary opalescent Windows open salt in silver holder and canary Tree
Stump vase
609 lot of 12 Duncan #5330 Dover wines with Nobility cutting
610 lot of 7 Duncan #41 Early American Sandwich drink set: pitcher and (6) ice tea footed tumblers
611 lot of 8 Gillinder Maple Leaf berry set in canary: oval 4-footed 10 in. bowl and 7 leaf shaped footed
individual bowls
612 Duncan #41 Early American Sandwich 5-piece condiment set : (2) ind. shakers, (2) oils and tray
613 lot of 5 canary Richards and Hartley Daisy & Button with Crossbars: creamer and sugar without lid,
individual creamer and open sugar, and 6 in. flat bowl
614 504 lot of 6 Duncan smoking accessories: crystal 6 !/2 in. #30 Rectangular ash tray with

Passion Flower etch, chartreuse 4 in. & 6 in. #115 Canterbury ash trays, crystal #152 Patio 3 ½ in
square ash tray, crystal #152 Patio 4 ½ in. square ash tray with Starlight cutting, and crystal #30
duck cigarette box – some damage to inner rim of lid
505 lot of 2 ruby #115 Canterbury: 4 ½ in. Club ash tray and 8 in. 3-part covered candy
506 lot of 6 Duncan books: Duncan Toothpick Holders by Neila & Tom Bredehoft, Encyclopedia
of Duncan Glass by Gail Krause, Depression Era Glass by Duncan by Leslie Pena, and (3)
reproduction catalogues – early 1930’s, ca. 1938 (prior to adding Caribbean and Nautical pages)
& #89
507 lot of 4 canary EAPG goblets: Campbell Jones Finecut, Adams Wildflower, Adams Thousand
Eye, and Bryce Rose in Snow
508 lot of 2 canary A. J. Beatty Daisy & Button with V ornament: celery and handled lemonade
509 lot of 5 blown flat tumblers with matching fan and morning glory engraving and monogram
510 lot of 2 pink Depression Era elegant glassware: 10 ½ in. center handled tray with cutting
and 10 ½ in. diameter footed compote
511 lot of 4 open salts: (2) # 2005 Zipper Slash flat table salts with ruby stain marked Toledo –
some rim chips, and (2) #24 Quartered Block with Diamonds celery salts with amber stain
512 collection of European blown stemware: 6 red wine glasses - (2) with minor rim chips, 6
saucer champagnes - (1) with rim chip, 9 white wine glasses, 6 cordials & 10 nut dishes
513 Bryce Paneled Forget-Me-Not canary pitcher
514 crystal U. S. Glass Manhattan covered pickle jar
515 lot of 6 Duncan 5200 Old Fashioned tumblers with Stratford cutting

516 lot of 4 EAPG spooners: Riverside Petticoat – canary & gold, Northwood Geneva –
opalescent canary,
517 lot of 2 Duncan crystal ash trays: #115 Canterbury 5 ½ in. Club ash tray and large #30 Duck
ash tray

601 lot of 2 small canary perfumes: one with cut glass stopper, one with silver floral embossed
lid
602 lot of 4 canary shakers: Northwood Klondike & Northwood Spanish Lace ( opalescent) with
original lids), Richards & Hartley Two Panel – no lid, and unknown hexagonal-cut with original
lid
603 Duncan #121 Swirl Cornucopia in crystal
604 lot of 2 Duncan #30 ½ Pall Mall chartreuse swans: 10 ½ & 7 in.
605 lot of 2 Duncan #30 ½ Pall Mall Swans: 6 in. candy in ruby and 7 in. in green
606 Duncan Festive 4 piece cream and sugar set in crystal with wood tray and lid and brass
finials
lot of 2 canary with gold Riverside Petticoat 8 in. master berry bowl and flared ind. berry
615 lot of 3 #301 Teardrop: 11in. 2 handled plate, celery tray, and pickle tray
616 lot of 2 canary opalescent Northwood rose bowls: Spanish Lace and Button Panels
617 painting, oil on canvas signed R. Danford of forest, waterfall and deer

701 withdrawn
702 rare Duncan #114 Nautical 7 in. tumbler, crystal with cobalt blue life preserver base
703 lot of 2 Duncan #114 Nautical items: 5 in. handled bowl, sapphire with frosting, 6 in.
handled plate, sapphire, 7 in. #500 tumbler
704 lot of 3 assorted Duncan: #58 Clover 7 ½ in. tall compote, #90 Duncan Panel celery, #117
Three Feathers 4 in. vase with First Love etch
705 lot of 12 Duncan #42 Mardi Gras sherries (one chipped)
706 lot of 5 Duncan #42 Mardi Gras: (3) bar tumblers and pair of “C” shakers
707 lot of 3 Duncan #40 Bassettown electric shades
708 lot of 3 Duncan #40 Bassettown electric shades

709 Duncan #555 Shell and Tassel 8 in. octagonal dish in blue
710 Duncan Daisy and Square Large Cornucopia novelty vase in blue
711 lot of 2 large novelty slipper with patent date Oct. 19, 1886 in amber and small #3 slipper
in canary
712 pair of Duncan #41 Early American Sandwich 2-light candlesticks with Sheffield cutting
713 Duncan #41 Early American Sandwich 12 in. 3-compartment relish
714 box of assorted prisms including Duncan C and U shapes
715 lot of 2 cobalt blue items: Dalzell Viking 7 in. bowl and mug (unknown manufacturer)
716 bottle with stopper marked Sinclaire

801 lot of 3 canary Indiana Goblet Flower Flange: (2) serpentine trays 8 ½ in. and creamer
802 canary Richards and Hartley Daisy & Button with Crossbars pitcher
803 canary Daisy & Button pickle jar in Meriden caster with tongs
804 lot of 8 Duncan# 5375 Diamond water goblets with Garland cutting
805 lot of 2 crystal signed Steuben pieces flared vase and footed bowl with crack
806 crystal signed Steuben compote 10 in. diameter
807 lot of 2 canary Gillinder Maple Leaf oval platters 9 ½ x 13 in.
808 lot of 6 canary Richards and Hartley Two Panel: oval footed master berry 9 in. and one ind.
berry, creamer, and (3) ind. open salts
809 lot of 2 crystal Adams EAPG: Crystal Wedding high standard 7 in. square covered compote
– small chip on corner of foot, and Wildflower 10 in. square cake plate
810 lot of 3 canary central Glass Company pieces: Pressed Diamond shaker and ind. berry and
Inverted Thumbprint covered sugar
811 lot of 5 amber stained EAPG: Duncan Ellrose Amberette 8 ½ in. flat bowl, and West Virginia
Glass Co. Cane & Scroll (2) ind. berry bowls and (2) 7 in. plates
812 lot of 3 Fenton Art Glass Co. fairy lights, one with hand painted decoration
813 lot of 7 Duncan #68 King Arthur water set: tankard - 9 in. and (6) tumblers
814 lot of 9 mixed canary EAPG: including a 9 in. square Daisy & Diamond footed master berry
bowl and 8 assorted ind. berries including Hobbs and Richards and Hartley patterns

815 lot of 3 canary Gillinder Maple Leaf 11 in. plate (small chip), footed creamer, and tumbler
816 lot of 8 assorted bells including Fenton and bells from Ireland, Germany, and Italy
901 lot of 2 canary opalescent pieces: reverse swirl vase with crimped edge and a crimped
edge bowl with lace design ? Northwood
902 lot of 6 EAPG water goblets: Loop and Dart with Diamonds by Richards & Hartley and
others, Strawberry and Current by Dalzell, Gilmore & Leighton, Reed and Fluted by Gillinder,
Garden Fern, Open Rose, and Zipper
903 lot of 2 Limoges china items with similar hand painted violet decorations: puff box and
basket with initials E. M. dated 1914
904 hand painted china 10 ½ by 13 in. handled 2 compartment bowl with registration numbers
6499/127
905 lot of 2 covered compotes: Duncan Mitchell, 9 in. high including lid and 6 in. diameter and
unknown with engraving 11 in. high and 8 in. diameter
906 lot of 2 covered pressed and cut items: footed candy and biscuit jar
907 lot of 5 assorted Carnival Glass goblets
908 lot of 3 assorted canary opalescent items either Dugan or Fenton: Wreathed Cherry
creamer and footed jelly and bon bon (unknown pattern)
909 canary cake salver with lace edge by Cooperative Flint Glass
910 lot of 5 goblets possibly L. G. Wright: (2) Thousand Eye in apple green, Daisy and Button
with Thumbprint Panel in amber, Stippled Star in green, and Daisy and Button in blue
911 Duncan #42 Mardi Gras rose bowl 5 in. diameter
910 lot of 2 amber stained Tarentum Virginia: 6 in. plate and 8 in. oval formed fruit bowl
911 purple Carnival Glass crimped 7 ½ in. bowl decorated with oak leaves and acorns
912 lot of 4 canary Campbell, Jones & Co.: tumbler and finger bowl in paneled finecut and open
sugar and 10 in. yacht celery
913 lot of 2 crystal pressed wine bottle coasters
914 lot of 4 Iinverted Thumbprint items, various manufacturers: water goblet, opalescent
canary tumbler, canary tumbler with minute flakes, and blue-fading-to-canary tumbler
915 lot of 2 opalescent canary items: Model Flint Glass Wreath and Shell footed rose bowl and
Northwood Argonaut 8 in. footed oval shaped fruit bowl
916 lot of 8 assorted plain and colonial style EAPG goblets

1001 lot of 2 Duncan #118 Hobnail colognes in opalescent pink (matching pair), minor chips on
bottom of ground stoppers
1002 lot of 2 Duncan Laguna serving pieces in Biscaine Green, 14 in. 2-part relish with gold band and 8
½ in. sauce dish
1003 lot of 3 Duncan Festive in Aqua: (2) 5 ½ in. round sauce dishes and 3-part ash tray with

brass handle
1004 lot of 2 Duncan Festive items: 2-part ash tray with brass handle in crystal and oil bottle in
Honey without lid
1005 lot of 4 Duncan #326 Swag Block table set items with matching engravings: spooner,
creamer, celery, and sugar base
1006 lot of 9 Duncan D5 wine glasses with Cretan cutting
1007 lot of 4 assorted canary EAPG: Thayer covered sugar by Cooperative Flint, Square Maple
Leaf plate 8 ½ in. by Jones & Cavitt, #508 tumbler with gold by Riverside, and novelty basket by
Northwood
1008 opalescent Hobnail ice cream tray by Beatty-Brady 14 ½ by 9 ¾ in.
1009 lot of 3 china items: pansy decorated cup & saucer by Crown Trent, England, blackberry
hand-painted plate, Bassett/Limoges, Austria, and a Chatsworth medium vase by Lenox
1010 lot of 2 canary pieces: coupe soup bow l9 in. marked Heisey and unidentified melon
shaped vase with opalescent vine decoration
1011 lot of 3 flint EAPG goblets: Boston & Sandwich Magnet and Grape and (2) matching
unidentified
1012 lot of 12 misc. berry bowls, pin trays and novelties, canary, crystal and amber stained,
various manufacturers
1013 figural blank cut 3 footed fern dish, 7 in.
1014 electric lamp with crystal Atterbury type base, metal connector, and canary daisy and
button “font”
1015 lot of 3 Geo. Duncan & Sons, Pittsburgh EAPG: 9 ½ in. #555 Shell and Tassel oval bowl,
#150 Ribbon open compote, 7 in., Smallest Duncan Mirror cologne without stopper
1016 lot of 9 Duncan from Washington EAPG: 5 #63 Homestead flat berry bowls, #28 Tepee
toothpick, 6 in. Ladder with Diamonds footed vase, #42 Mardi Gras jelly compote, and smallest
383 Tavern basket

1017 lot of 4 Duncan crystal pieces: #122 12 in. 3-part relish with ruby stuck handle, #115
Canterbury 9 ½ in. bowl, #301 Teardrop heart shaped 2-part relish, and #301 Teardrop 2
handled oval candy basket

1101 lot of 16 Libby stems hand painted Desert Rose decoration by Washington Co.: 4 ice teas,
4 water goblets, 4 wines and 4 sherbets
1102 lot of 3 covered glass canisters with hand painted decoration Desert Rose by Washington
Co.
1103 juice pitcher 7 in. with hand painted Desert Rose decoration by Washington Co.
1104 covered candy 8 in. decorated by Washington Co. Pink Rose designed by Irene Pulanski
1105 lot of 6 sand carved Clematis old fashioned glasses by Washington Co.
1106 pink Magnolia tray with lucite handles sand carved by Washington Co. design by Robert
May, 16 X 10 in.
1107 crystal sand carved Tulip tray with metal handles by Washington Co. (chip on bottom of
tray), 18 X 11 in.
1108 cobalt blue Clematis tray insert sand carved by Washington Co., 12 ¾ X 8 in.
.
1201 Duncan # 90 15 in. crystal basket with grey cut flower
1202 Duncan #90 13 ½ in. crystal basket with grey cut flower
1203 Duncan #90 14 in. amber basket with cut flower
1204 Duncan crystal basket with pressed pattern on the side and cut flower
1205 lot of 2 crystal Viking swan and 7 in. crystal Pall Mall swan
1206 Duncan 11 in. American Way basket crystal with crystal leaves
1207 Duncan #6 crimped bowl with First Love etch -11in.
1208 lot of 3 Duncan baskets: #61 crystal 9 in., #80 crystal basket 6 in. with cut flower, and #80
crystal 4 ½ in.
1209 lot of 3 Duncan crystal baskets: #90, 9 ½ in. with cut flower, #90, 7 in. with cut flower, and
#61, 5 in.
1210 lot of 3 blue Delft ceramics: Dutch lady and 2 windmills
1211 book: History of Washington County by Boyd Crumrine

1212 Imperial pressed flat celery
1213 lot of 3 Duncan baskets: 9 in. #115 Canterbury, 6 in. crystal, and 5 in. ruby stained and
engraved “Francis 1922”
1214 lot of 3 crystal Duncan baskets: (2) 6 in. #83 Tavern with cut flowers and 5 in. #61
1215 lot of 4 : pink Duncan #103 Georgian creamer and sugar, cobalt #55 Arliss wine and 4 in.
ruby stained basket
1216 lot of 3 Duncan #11 beer mugs: crystal, green and cobalt handles

1301 lot of 15: Duncan #118 Hobnail crystal punch set; bowl, under plate, 12 cups, and plain
glass ladle
1302 lot of 18: Paden City Spire crystal cake salver with gold inlayed tassel etch and amber
Federal Madrid luncheon set consisting of 5 luncheon plates, 6 saucers, 4 cups, cream and sugar
1303 lot of 22 assorted items: 7 assorted 9 in. pilsners with grey cut flowers, set of 4 L. E. Smith
card suit ash trays, 9 L. E. Smith crystal nut cups and 2 pressed candy dishes
1304 lot of 8: (6) Heisey Victorian old fashioned tumblers and a pair of crystal Duncan #111
Terrace single candlesticks
1305 lot of 6 crystal Imperial Candlewick: 14 ½ in. platter, 10 in. handled bowl, 5 in. high
compote, low candlestick, water goblet and ice tea
1306 lot of 10 crystal Imperial Candlewick berry set: 10 in. handled serving bowl and (9) 5 ½ in.
flat berry bowls
1307 lot of crystal Imperial Candlewick luncheon items: 12, 8 in. plates, 13 saucers and 9 cups
1308 lot of assorted crystal Imperial Candlewick: 8 flat water tumblers, 6 juice tumblers, cream
and sugar, 8 bread & butter plates, 3 salad plates and a heart shaped handled candy
1309 lot of 8 Cambridge crystal Jefferson cut goblets
1310 lot of 11 mid-century glassware: 6 Libby Wheat juice tumblers and 5 Boopie sherbets
1311 lot of 2 marked Waterford items: 7 in. cut crystal bowl and 7 in. cut green Great Room
goblet
1312 lot of 7 crystal Cambridge icers, 3 with inserts
1313 lot of 3 assorted items: Adams Hidalgo 7 ½ in. square high compote with engraving,
Adams Hidalgo low footed compote, 6 ½ in. diameter, and glass pickle container with glass
screw lid and metal bail

1314 lot of 2 Fostoria Seascape pink opalescent bowls: 10 ½ in. console bowl with grape vine
etching (some interior scratches) and 4 ½ in. ash tray with original sticker
1315 Duncan #115 pink opalescent basket
1316 Cambridge #993 (4) footed console bowl with elaborate grey and polished cutting
1317 lot of 7 assorted Depression glass: green Parrot creamer, amber Sharon bowl, green
Florentine I covered sugar, pink Homespun footed juice, pink Madrid footed tumbler, pink
Fairfax desert plate and single candleholder with gold rim
1318 lot of 4 ceramic plates with decal decorations including a Royal Albert Lavender Rose
1319 lot of 2 Noritake ramekins with under plates
1320 lot of 3 footed vases: Fostoria Alexis Nasturtium vase and a pair with a Zipper pattern
1321 lot of 3 amber Cambridge: pair of single candlesticks and 8 in. vase with gold filled etch
1322 lot of 12 cobalt blue Cambridge items: (11) 8 in. Decadron luncheon plates and 6 ½ in.
Gadroon 3-part candy dish
1323 lot of 2 Duncan #127 Murano candlesticks in Cape Cod blue
1324 lot of 14 assorted items: (8) 6 in. cobalt Hazel-Atlas Moderntone 6 in. plates, Hazel-Atlas
measuring cup, crystal reamer, Duncan #54 individual creamer, cobalt vase, milk glass novelty
top hat toothpick and old milk glass bird feeder
1325 lot of 2 crystal Cambridge pieces: 12 in. cut console bowl with 4 feet and Caprice center
handled salt and pepper tray
1326 lot of 6 elegant green handled ice teas (one with tiny chip or open bubble on base)
1327 lot L. E. Smith: cobalt blue repro of Duncan # 308 Block basket 6 ¾ in. long and 9 in. green
blown crackle vase
1328 lot of 3: amethyst Viking Yesteryear Hobnail rose bowl, amethyst 8 in. Cambridge
Lifesaver decanter, and crystal Cambridge stopper
1329 lot of 3 New Martinsville/Viking: crystal Moondrops individual cream and sugar and Viking
bluenique handled oval basket – 13 in. long

1401 1847 Rogers Bros. silverplate “Eternally Yours” complete service for 8 plus serving pieces
1402 1847 Rogers Bros. silverplate “Eternally Yours” complete service for 8 plus serving pieces
and 2 gravy ladles in unrelated patterns

1403 lot of 2: Duncan #112 Caribbean crystal single candlesticks with prisms (slight height
variation)
1404 Duncan #115 Canterbury 9 in. oval bowl in yellow opalescent
1405 lot of 2 Duncan Lily of the Valley pressed oval 13 in. oval bowl and large ash tray-6 ¾ in.
1406 Duncan #30 ½ Pall Mall smallest ruby swan
1407 Duncan #30 ½ Pall Mall 7 in. ruby swan

1501 beveled 5 ½ X 8 in. glass mirror in an elaborate ormolu stand frame
1502 lot of 2 Portivex Vallerysthal: clambroth pedestal compote with square bowl and handled
nappy in French blue
1503 lot of 2: Duncan #2000 open compote-6 in. in crystal and a pedestaled celery vase in
pressed glass (unknown manufacturer)
1504 lot of 2 crystal Heisey Glass Co. pieces: 9 ½ in. low Lariat bowl and Dolphin covered
cigarette box
1505 lot of 3 Duncan pieces: 7 in. chartreuse Pall Mall swan, #301 Teardrop cheese stand, and
#40 Spiral Flutes green cigarette holder
1506 lot of 2 amber Cambridge: 7 ½ in. compote in Farber nude pedestal and #1236 ivy bowl
with keyhole stem
1507 Fostoria fish vase in ruby
1508 lot of 3 Duncan pieces: #115 Canterbury 6 in. gardenia bowl in Cape Cod, #115
Canterbury crimped 5 in. vase in Cranberry, and 6 in. ruby stained compote with Farber metal
base
1509 lot of 2: Duncan #360 Snail 9 in. flat bowl and Fostoria Comet 6 in. handled triangular
nappy
1510 lot of 5 assorted novelties: frosted Westmoreland hand vase, 3 hatchets; 4 ½ in
Washington Centennial, 4 ½ in. undecorated, and 6 ½ in with eagle decoration; and
Westmoreland amber stained covered sugar with cutting
1511 pair of paperweights: Wedgewood blue and white, and green and white handled candle
holder shape marked Gibson 1995
1512 lot of 2 midcentury pieces: Duncan #153 Contour candlelight garden with crystal tulip
bowl/ash tray and Biscayne green candle block, and Morgantown Crinkle flower frog vase
(without frog) in amethyst

1513 lot of 3 souvenir pieces: 9 ½ in. ceramic plate Prospect Pt., Niagara Falls, 10 in. ceramic
bowl general view of Niagara Falls made in Germany, and framed postcard of Lake Louise,
Alberta, Canada
1514 lot of 2 crystal crucifix candlesticks: Gillinder and Cambridge
1515 crystal Duncan #118 Hobnail cake salver
1516 Duncan #41 Early American Sandwich 10 in. salad bowl with sticker

1601 lot of 5: Indiana amberina Sandwich (from Duncan molds) for Montgomery Ward: 10 in.
bowl and 4 water goblets
1602 lot of 6 Duncan #5326 Deauville saucer champagne stems with Indian Tree etch
1603 lot of 8 Duncan D-1 Mandarin saucer champagnes with Athena cutting and Duncan labels
1604 lot of 10 #301 Duncan Teardrop: 5 coasters, (4) 5 oz. ice cream dishes, and 8 in. old style
3-part relish with ruby handle
1605 lot of 12 amber Duncan #21 Plaza drinkware: 6 water goblets and 6 footed juice tumblers
1606 lot of 13 amethyst New Martinsville Addie: 5 cups, 7 saucers, and an open sugar
1607 lot of 3 Duncan by Tiffin #118 Hobnail milk glass dresser set: 2 cologne bottles with
stoppers and a puff box with lid
1608 lot of 22 Duncan #40 Spiral Flutes: 13 crystal grapefruit bowls, 3 pink salad plates, 4 pink
demitasse cups, 1 pink sherbet, and pink 12 in. console bowl
1609 lot of 12 Fostoria American: 9 footed ice tea tumblers and 3 hexagonal footed water
tumblers
1610 lot of 14 crystal Duncan #21 Plaza: 6 flat table tumblers and 8 grapefruit bowls
1611 lot of 21 amber Duncan #40 Spiral Flutes dinner set: 4 dinner plates, 4 cups and saucers, 4
dessert plates, 4 coupe dessert bowls, and an open sugar bowl (some mild scratches on plates)
1612 lot of 16 amber Duncan #40 Spiral Flutes dinner plates with scratches from use
1613 lot of 22 amber Duncan #40 Spiral Flutes: 7 luncheon plates, 7 dessert plates, 1 finger
bowl under plate, and 7 dessert bowls (wear from use to plates)
1614 lot 3 Westmoreland Three Balls console set: pair of candlesticks and 12 in. bowl
1615 lot of 9 Lenox china: 3 candlestick pairs, 2 vases, and bowl
1616 lot of 15 Duncan #115 Canterbury dessert plates with No. 622 Tristan cutting

1617 lot of 16 amber Duncan #40 Spiral Flutes stemware: 2 water goblets, 2 parfaits, 6 ice
creams, 5 footed juices(cocktail), and an open sugar bowl
1618 lot of 10 amber Duncan #21 Plaza drinkware: 7 water goblets, 2 footed juice/cocktails,
and 1 footed water tumbler

1701 lot of 23 assorted crystal stemware including 6 Fostoria Alexis wines, 4 hollow stem
champagnes, 5 assorted etched sherbets, 4 flutes, a Heisey 3-part relish with Orchid etch, and a
Indiana Gaelic footed honey dish with lid
1702 lot of 16 assorted glass, metal, and ceramic items including 6 pink Petalware salad plates
and 2 dessert plate3, Sinclair amber Lacy Dewdrop covered bowl, Betsey Ross Centennial plate,
Ohio French Saxon Glass Co. sandwich plate ca. 1930’s, and assorted pewter and brass items
1703 lot of 6: 3 Fenton milk glass Hobnail bowls, 2 ceramic German beer steins, and a 10 in.
ruby Sandwich basket (not Duncan)
1704 lot of 8 Westmoreland Paneled Grape milk glass items: 10 in. bud vase, pitcher. 9 in. vase,
6 in. plate, oval pickle tray, compote, flower pot, and covered candy
1705 lot of 7 Westmoreland Paneled Grape milk glass items: water pitcher, juice pitcher, 3
bowls 8-9 ½ in., 9 in. vase, and flower pot
1706 lot of 6 Westmoreland milk glass: 10 in. (Tiffin?) Mardi Gras bud vase and Paneled Grape
water and juice pitcher, covered candy, large bowl and small flower pot
1707 lot of 13 Imperial? Punch set: 13 in. punch bowl, pedestal base, and 11 cups
1708 lot of 14 Imperial Grape milk glass: 9 ½ in. bowl with Imperial mark, 12 cups and a 5 in.
milk pitcher
1709 lot of 6 Westmoreland lace edged milk glass: 9 in. pedestaled Doric compote with
matching pair of candlesticks, 2 bowls, one flared and one cupped made from the same mould,
and 12 in. Ring and Petal bowl
1710 lot of 9 assorted milk glass items: 3 Fenton silver crest bowls, Imperial 6 in. Loganberry
vase and 5 in. crimped Pineapple vase (both marked), Westmoreland Old Quilt 6 in. cupped
compote, and 3 unidentified items, 2 compotes and 6 in. vase

1801 Duncan amber novelty umbrella with one small chip on a point
1802 Duncan novelty baby bootie with perfume insert
1803 Duncan blue novelty gypsy kettle with rust stain on side

1804 lot of 2 Duncan #30 salt & pepper shakers with Language of Flowers etch
1805 Duncan novelty medium slipper in amber with patent date
1806 Duncan novelty medium slipper in blue with patent date
1807 Duncan novelty medium slipper in amber with patent date
1808 Duncan novelty small slipper in amber
1809 lot of 2 Duncan #115 Canterbury cream and open sugar with Indian Tree etch
1810 lot of 2 Duncan #115 Canterbury cream and sugar with Language of Flowers etch
1811 lot of 2 Duncan #115 Canterbury cream and sugar with Language of Flowers etch
1812 lot of 2 Duncan #41 early American Sandwich creamer and condiment tray
1813 Duncan #41 Early American Sandwich 2-part condiment tray
1814 lot of 4 #41 Early American Sandwich saucers
1815 EAPG Actress pickle tray “Love’s Request is Pickles” (possibly repro)

